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So the 'doina5 has the spontaneity of the Lithuanian 'daina5. The
emotions released are those that come from solitude, unconditioned
by company and without definite source. A sense of longing with-
out objective is the Rumanian's *dor', and when this passes to dis-
content it is his 4urat'. The only other presence is that of Nature,
and Nature—wooded hills—appears in incidental notes. He gives
a vague background, by addressing the green leafage of the nearest
trees, either at the beginning of his song, or in its pauses:
Green leaf of the blackberry—
no boy kindly thinks of me!
Green leaf of the shamrock green—
no such girls as we are seen.
So 'frunza verde* or 'foaie verde' is a refreshing background to all
their songs.
In addition to these general lyrics there are those for specific
occasions. Those devised for weddings are of special charm. The
bridegroom's friends come with pomp to the bride's home, saying
they have been sent by the 'young emperor', who is out hunting; he
has seen the spoor of some fair game that has taken shelter in that
house, or perhaps he has seen a bird and sent his huntsmen to take
it. There are songs to dry the bride's tears as she leaves her home;
she, who cannot return to her flower garden^ will herself become
a garden of flowers. These songs invoke *Lado', the Slavonic Eros;
the name of the god of luck survives in the 'leru, lerom* of the
'colinde* or Yule songs. They wish luck to the person feted, and
beg for cakes or refreshment. The influence of the Nativity causes
some of them to embark on a short biblical narrative, which is
usually interrupted. The 'bocete' are laments screamed by pro-
fessional mourners. The Greek round dance is accompanied by
the artless £hore}, in which the words are few and the sense
negligible, while the shouts of the dancers are sometimes formal-
ized into a refrain. There are songs for rain-making and for the
ceremonial crowning of the last sheaf in a field, and a mass of
charms against disease or to favour truel ove. There are even
rudimentary lyrical dramas—the fiiroziij—which have sprung from
the story of the Twelfth Night.
This lyricism invades the narrative poems also, obscures the
exposition and infuses the whole with an indefinite emotion. It
goes naturally with the other chief characteristic of Rumanian

